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The Early Pontificals: 
The Anglo-Saxon Evidence Reconsidered from a Continental Perspective
Sarah Hamilton
In his early eleventh-century will Bishop Ælfwold (997-1016) left to his church at Crediton three service books -- a missal, a pontifical, and an epistle book -- together with a set of mass vestments.​[1]​ Books which were personal to the bishop were thus transferred to his church, for use by future generations. Half a century later Bishop Leofric’s gift of a missal to the cathedral church of St Peter’s in Exeter ‘for the use of his successors’ was recorded in both Latin and Old English in the front of the complex codex now known as the Leofric Missal (Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Bodley 579, fol. 1r) (fig. 36).​[2]​ This paper will explore the implications of transfers such as these, from bishop to see, for the early history of the pontifical in England. Comparing the evidence of the first English pontificals with their continental counterparts suggests, it will be argued, that pontificals were much more than personal books of liturgy used by the bishop in his ministry, and had several different purposes, reflecting their various users and owners.
	The pontifical, that is an ‘all-in-one’ codex of those non-eucharistic rites reserved to the bishop, first emerged as a separate genre in the late ninth and tenth centuries.​[3]​ Such codices were far from homogenous but often combined rites for the dedication of churches and other sacred spaces with those for the ordination and consecration of the regular and secular clergy, the blessing of the chrism, ordines for holding synods, rites for public penance, and, at least sometimes, rites for excommunication and confirmation. They were also often, but by no means always, combined with sacramentaries, and, or, collections of episcopal blessings, known as benedictionals.​[4]​ The earliest examples of such books are Frankish and date from the later ninth century.​[5]​ More polished, and much fuller, is the Romano-German Pontifical, produced in Mainz c. 950 which was widely copied within the Reich,to which we return below.​[6]​ The oldest surviving Anglo-Saxon codex comes in the shape of the pontifical made for Archbishop Dunstan of Canterbury (959/60 – 988) at Christ Church Canterbury, probably c. 960,​[7]​ although there also survive two fragments which Helmut Gneuss has identified as belonging to one pontifical, the script of which has been dated on palaeographical grounds by David Dumville to c. 930.​[8]​ Some seven other more or less complete pontificals survive from the late tenth or first decades of the eleventh century, and some eighteen examples in all for the Anglo-Saxon Church.​[9]​ The evidence of the surviving Anglo-Saxon pontificals suggests they were produced within the context of the Anglo-Saxon Church’s tenth-century reform movement, itself a conscious extension of the ideals and texts of the ninth-century Frankish church reforms which, in emphasising episcopal ‘status and responsibilities’, had provided the context for the emergence of the first Frankish pontificals.​[10]​ Nicholas Orchard’s recent work has not only persuasively suggested evidence for at least two earlier Anglo-Saxon pontificals, but has also emphasised the strength of indigenous English rites. Thus he has identified at the heart of the Leofric Missal an updated eighth-century Gelasian sacramentary-cum-pontifical probably made at Canterbury for the early tenth-century reforming archbishop, Plegmund, (890-914), to which various prayers, blessings, chants, collects and masses were added over the course of the tenth century at Canterbury, under archbishops Wulfhelm, Oda, and Dunstan; finally, further texts were added in the mid-eleventh century at Exeter, under another reformer, Bishop Leofric.​[11]​ The second ‘earlier’ English pontifical underlies the pontifical-cum-sacramentary now known at the Sacramentary of Ratoldus (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale, Ms lat. 12052).​[12]​ Copied in northern France in the second half of the tenth century, on the orders of Ratoldus, abbot of Corbie (972-86), it combines the text of a ninth-century sacramentary originally from Saint-Denis via Orléans and then Saint-Vaast with that of a now-lost pontifical from mid-tenth-century Canterbury.​[13]​ Orchard’s work thus brings the chronology for the development of the pontifical in England closer to that for Frankia, suggesting that pontificals can be found as far back as around 900. At the same time, his stress on the continuing independence of the English from the Frankish liturgy means that Anglo-Saxon pontificals can no longer be viewed as a simple extension of the Frankish ninth-century reforms.​[14]​ 
Current explanations for the emergence of the pontifical in both Frankia and England thus favour two interpretations. First, the dissemination of pontificals in both England and East Frankia is seen as being led by the archiepiscopal sees as part of an effort to stamp their authority over other sees; pontificals are thus indelibly linked with efforts at royally-supported ecclesiastical reform movements which emphasised the role and duties of bishops. David Dumville’s stimulating study of the palaeography of the Anglo-Saxon pontificals suggests that a new one was produced at Christ Church, Canterbury for each new archbishop, and on the death of the archbishop, that of the previous archbishop was disseminated to another diocese on the occasion of the consecration of a new bishop to a see.​[15]​ Yet some pontificals, as he acknowledges, were written at other sees.​[16]​ Éric Palazzo has suggested that underlying the appearance of the pontifical in Frankia is the increasing emphasis from the ninth century onwards on the authority of the bishop in his diocese, which was manifest in the liturgy of the church as well as other texts such as the Carolingian bishops’ capitula, penitentials and canon law collections, and also artistic depictions of bishops.​[17]​ The continental pontifical thus reflects the political importance placed on bishops by later ninth-century and tenth-century rulers, especially Ottonian ones. In the Reich the ‘primitive pontificals’ were first codified in the mid-tenth-century into a large and comprehensive, if somewhat fluid collection, now known as the Romano-German Pontifical , which combines liturgical rites with didatic texts, including liturgical exposition.​[18]​ Cyrille Vogel and Reinhard Elze traced the pontifical’s origins to the monastery of St Alban in Mainz in the mid-tenth century, and the pontificate of Archbishop William of Mainz, the son and chancellor of Otto I, arguing that its diffusion was part of a conscious plan by the Ottonian rulers to promote a unified episcopal liturgy.​[19]​ The Romano-German Pontifical  was thus viewed as an essential component of the ‘imperial church system’, shoring up and promoting episcopal authority under the command of German rulers. Whilst this explanation is very much of its time – Vogel and Elze were working in the 1950s – it was still being used as recently as 2000.​[20]​ Tim Reuter’s critique of the ‘imperial church system’, now almost thirty years old, has seemingly not yet been integrated into liturgists’ thinking: yet Reuter’s argument, that episcopal appointment and by implication authority, owed at least as much to local power structures as royal authority, helps explain some of the more localised features of the tenth- and eleventh-century pontifical evidence.​[21]​ A further nail in the coffin for bland acceptance of the imperial promotion thesis is research on the ninth century which has shown that the Carolingian liturgical reforms were not as intentional, nor as uniform, nor as successful, as previously thought: the Carolingian ecclesiastical and secular rulers did not seek to impose the single Romanised liturgy of the Hadrianum Sacramentary throughout the Frankish kingdoms. By the death of Charles the Bald the Frankish liturgy was by no means unified, although there was common agreement about general forms.​[22]​ Why should the Ottonian or Anglo-Saxon experiences therefore have been any different?
The second explanation views the pontifical as essentially a practical book which emerged to support the bishop in his work. Niels Rasmussen’s researches on the primitive pontificals suggest that this new genre emerged as a response to practical need as itinerant bishops sought to combine records of the rite for non-eucharistic services, the ordines, previously recorded in libelli, into one volume. In the mid 1970s he demonstrated that there was no rhyme nor reason as to which rites were copied, but that the ones most commonly copied seem to have been those which an itinerant bishop would require on tours of his diocese: those for church dedications, the ordination of secular clergy, the consecration of regular clergy, and the administration of public penance.​[23]​ Rasmussen’s work was based on a study of the codicology, and emphasised practical considerations, such as the size of the book: a small codex such as that of the Leofric Missal (now 195 mm high by 145 mm wide) was more likely to be carried around the diocese by the bishop.​[24]​ Larger manuscripts, on the other hand, may have been intended as cathedral models, that is as authoritative records of liturgical rites, which were copied into libelli for actual use, and as records of liturgical exposition and other quasi-liturgical texts for teaching and reflection, as in hybrid collections such as the Romano-German Pontifical.​[25]​ The benedictionals and pontificals of the late Anglo-Saxon episcopate have also been examined as pragmatic texts by Richard Pfaff, and found wanting. Whilst pontifical texts do reflect practical concerns – rubrics specify the modulation in tone, for example, of an antiphon, as in one mid-eleventh-century Canterbury pontifical, – as codices they were often not user friendly.​[26]​ The lack of tabula in many codices, combined with the very diversity of their content, means it would be difficult for the uninitiated to find their way around the book easily. He has thus raised problems for those who want to see them as wholly pragmatic texts, and therefore poses a challenge to this explanation as to why pontificals emerge. 
It is not the intention of this paper to unravel either of the two strands which make up the current consensus about the pontifical’s early history, but rather to point out that because they are both, naturally, based on the collections of rites which lay at the core of each pontifical, they neglect the evidence of the many liturgical, and non-liturgical, texts added to, or sometimes copied with, this central corps of rites in many codices. Such additions have not been entirely ignored: they are often mined by scholars to locate a particular codex in space and time,​[27]​ whilst David Dumville has examined documents added to liturgical books as a specific category.​[28]​ At the same time, scholars have tended to emphasise pontificals as personal to the bishop, either as the propagator of, or recipient of, reform.​[29]​ They thus fail to take into account the implications of the seemingly frequent movement of pontifical from bishop to cathedral community, and its continued use within that community, with which this paper began.
In what follows I highlight four characteristics of the surviving pontifical tradition in England and the Continent which require consideration by those looking to explain why the pontifical emerged when it did:
(1)	the significance of the inclusion of local traditions in reform-orientated collections of rites
(2)	the function of these codices as didactic texts
(3)	the role of pontificals as repositories of local record
(4)	the importance of pontifical books as both personal artefacts and as the focus for the memory of a particular bishop, and sometimes his successors, in a particular see.
	To start with the first point, the continuing importance of local traditions, it is widely recognised that the very act of copying led to a good deal of variation; it is, however, also worth stressing that pontificals were often self-conscious compilations of texts which combined new, imported texts, with more indigenous traditions.​[30]​ In the English material, this pattern can be seen in the early eleventh-century pontifical, now known as the ‘Samson Pontifical’ (Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 146), to which a supplement was added in the late eleventh century.​[31]​ David Dumville suggests, on palaeographical grounds, that the ‘original part’ was written at Canterbury. Neil Ker had, however, noticed various Winchester-elements in the liturgy of the ‘original part’. Dumville reconciles these two observations by suggesting that the manuscript was made for Archbishop Ælfheah of Canterbury (1006-1012) who had formerly been bishop of Winchester.​[32]​ Similarly, Michael Lapidge has demonstrated that the quire added in England to a German copy of the Romano-German Pontifical  corresponds with what is known of Archbishop Ealdred of York’s life, and thus that the Pontifical was probably bought back to England by the archbishop after his visit to Cologne in 1054; the addition of a sermon on the office for the dead, and the text of the office itself, for example, fit with a later tradition that Ealdred exhorted his clergy to remember the dead.​[33]​
That such additions were common is clear from two continental manuscripts: one mid-eleventh-century Burgundian codex, ​[34]​ from the archiepiscopal see of Besançon, is essentially a copy of the Romano-German Pontifical , but includes a sort of supplement, made at the same time as the main part, on its first thirty-eight folios of a series of rites not found in the second part,​[35]​ all of which can be localised to Besançon through their mention of the church and its saints; the supplement includes rites for episcopal ordination, the consecration of an abbess, an abbot, a nun, and a widow, and a nun, a blessing for a knight, the consecration of a church, the altar and the vestments, coronation ordines for both king and queen, and a set of (mostly) temporal episcopal benedictions. These rites are all central to the bishop’s authority within his diocese; perhaps this is why Archbishop Hugues de Salins, (1031-66) chose to have them copied into this codex. An early eleventh-century pontifical, which was in Cambrai by the late eleventh century, reveals a more complex tale of the weaving of new and indigenous texts. Most of its ordines are drawn from the Romano-German Pontifical , but it includes a rite for the reconciliation of penitents on Maundy Thursday found only in Lotharingia and north-eastern France.​[36]​ Hartmut Hoffman has identified the manuscript as the work of four scribes, three of whom were from Mainz, and one from Metz; the Lotharingian scribe was the one who copied the Lotharingian rite for the reconciliation of penitents, suggesting that whoever commissioned the book was anxious to include some of their own rites to which they attached importance, as well as acquire an up-to-date liturgy.​[37]​
Secondly, as has been widely recognised, pontificals also acted as repositories for didactic texts, perhaps most famously the expositiones missae.​[38]​ For example, the Dunstan, Egbert and Lanalet Pontificals all include a copy of Gerbald of Liège’s early ninth-century episcopal capitulary, prefaced by the prologue of a penitential attributed to Egbert archbishop of York, together with an Anglo-Saxon version of the text ‘De officiis VII graduum’.​[39]​ These capitula deal with a priest’s duties in simple terms: they include the injunction that he should say the office, preach on feast days and Sundays, collect the tithe, teach the people the creed and the Lord’s prayer, not receive payment for baptism, not eat nor drink in taverns.​[40]​ The inclusion of such a text suggests these codices were cathedral books, used to educate the clergy, rather than being used by the bishop to administer particular rites. A similarly educative purpose may lie behind the Old English translation of Amalarius’s liturgical exposition on the spiritual significance of church bells included at the front of the mid-eleventh-century pontifical from Canterbury, now Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 44.​[41]​ The use of the first person in a rubric about sprinkling hot water only once in the ordo for the dedication of a church in the Dunstan Pontifical, is also suggestive of a didactic purpose; it is at least possible that the text might have been used for instruction in the training of priests.​[42]​ Distinguishing between texts which are primarily didactic, and those which have a more pragmatic purpose, is, however, often impossible. What should we make of the various texts added at Sherborne to a copy of the Romano-German Pontifical , London, British Library, Ms Cotton Tiberius C.i, in the late eleventh century which include Old English confession formulae, prayers, and Lenten homilies?​[43]​ The practical nature of some additions is seemingly clearer cut: an eleventh-century pontifical, now in Montpellier, made for Archbishop Hugues of Besançon, includes an oath of continence to be sworn by priests in the presence of the archbishop, added in a slightly later, ‘maladroit’ hand, which has been linked to the canons of the Council of Bourges (1031) which required priests to promise celibacy.​[44]​ Its inclusion testifies to the liveliness of the pontifical as a text but its unprofessional presentation might suggest that this oath was included as a matter of record rather than for administration as part of the liturgy.   
The Besançon oath may therefore anticipate the third category of additions, those which suggest that the pontificals were used, as gospel books also often were, as repositories of local record.​[45]​ The Leofric Missal includes the texts of several manumissions from the late eleventh century.​[46]​ The Dunstan Pontifical includes the records of a synod and seeming form letters announcing the death of a monk and letters of penance.​[47]​ The early tenth-century Sens Pontifical includes written in the margins and on blank parts of folios throughout the manuscript in various tenth- and eleventh-century hands the texts of oaths of fidelity of twenty-seven suffragan bishops of the province of Sens.​[48]​ The rationale for the inclusion at the beginning of Claudius Pontifical I, the pontifical with additions in Archbishop Wulfstan’s handwriting, of a text, in both Latin and Old English, of the lawcode known as VI Æthelred, is less clear.​[49]​ As Patrick Wormald suggested, its presence may be more about demonstrating respect for the law by including it in a holy book rather than testimony of an educative or bibliographic purpose.​[50]​ 
Turning to the fourth observation, that pontificals often function as both personal and ‘institutional’ storehouses of memory, it has been widely recognised that particular pontificals were made for particular bishops.​[51]​ Both the rite for the consecration of a bishop and the litany in an eleventh-century pontifical from the diocese of Verden (Bamberg, Staatsbibliothek, MS Lit. 59) mentions Bishop Bruno by name, for example.​[52]​ The Lanalet Pontifical includes the addition, in Old English, that ‘Bishop Lyfinc owns this book’. This was most probably Leofric’s predecessor, Bishop Lyfing of Crediton and Cornwall, and later Worcester (1027-46), although Lyfing, the early tenth-century bishop of Wells (998/9-1013) has also been suggested; clearly whichever bishop it was, the book was viewed as a personal object.​[53]​ There is nothing about ownership as clear cut amongst the other English pontificals (except for the Leofric Missal), although other related types of books, such as the benedictional made for Bishop Æthelwold, are witness to such personal ownership.​[54]​ 
Yet the personal nature of such books had later resonances for the cathedral communities which preserved them. Perhaps the best example of a personal pontifical is that commissioned by Bishop Gundekar of Eichstätt (1057-75) in the last years of his pontificate c. 1072-5.​[55]​ This includes the remarkable autobiographical text in which Gundekar records the circumstances in which as a court chaplain to the empress Agnes, mother and regent for Henry IV, he was designated bishop in the imperial palace at Tribur on 20 August 1057, invested at Speyer on 5 October, and enthroned at Eichstätt on 17 October.​[56]​ This text has a link to the pontifical’s liturgical contents: for this pontifical included, as many did, a ‘mass for the bishop on the anniversary of his ordination’, and two masses to be said by the priest in the bishop’s absence.​[57]​ All three mass texts can be found as far back as the eighth-century Gelasian sacramentaries, but circulated widely in the Romano-German Pontifical.​[58]​ A similar mass to be said for the bishop was added to the Leofric Missal at Exeter under Leofric, possibly in Leofric’s own writing,​[59]​ and another to be said by the bishop of Exeter on (the anniversary of) his ordination, possibly composed by Leofric himself.​[60]​ Such masses mark the fact that such books were personal to their owners but also act as hooks for their own, and their clergy’s memories of important events in the see’s history. The calendar in the Gundekar codex records in the main hand the obits of the bishop’s father, and mother and sister, and the investiture and ordination of the bishop himself; a later hand added Gundekar’s own obit.​[61]​ But Gundekar also commissioned a set of portraits of all the bishops of his see to date, beginning with its founder, the Anglo-Saxon missionary Willibald, and culminating with a portrait of himself (fig. 37).​[62]​ These portraits, together with prayers in which Gundekar petitioned prayers for both himself and his predecessors, and the inclusion of a list of previous bishops, thus linked Gundekar to the institutional history of his church.​[63]​ The pontifical also included a record of all the altars and churches Gundekar had consecrated during his pontificate, spreading out from his cathedral church to encompass the wider diocesan community.​[64]​ A century after Gundekar’s death this pontifical metamorphosed into a vehicle for recording the history of the diocese: from the end of the twelfth century the portraits of his successors, many with vitae, were added, concluding with the sixteenth-century bishop Gabriel von Eyb (1496-1535).​[65]​ 
Gondekar’s pontifical helps explain the additions made to both the Dunstan Pontifical and the Leofric Missal. The ‘Dunstan Pontifical’ is attributed to Archbishop Dunstan because of the inclusion, in the original hand of the principal scribe of the text, of a letter from Pope John XII to Dunstan granting him the pallium as archbishop of Canterbury in 960.​[66]​ Later in the century it was at Sherborne, however, for other hands, added a letter from the archbishop of Canterbury to Bishop Wulfsige of Sherborne (993-1001),​[67]​ two formulae letters on penance,​[68]​ a letter by Bishop Æthelric of Sherborne (1002-9),​[69]​ a list of the bishops of Sherborne up to Ethelric, bishop in 1001,​[70]​ as well as various benedictions,​[71]​ a record of the religious practices agreed by a synod of bishops to be undertaken on notification of the death of a fellow bishop, part of a mass for the dead, and a letter announcing the death of a monk,​[72]​ and two sermons in Old English on the dedication of a church.​[73]​ The benedictions and, perhaps, the sermons in Old English looks very much like pragmatic additions, along the lines of the excommunication formula added a century later when the manuscript had moved to Normandy​[74]​: the sort of text used on a one off occasion, and added for the record to such a manuscript. The letter from Pope John XII to Dunstan granting him the pallium was added in the hand of the scribe who wrote the main part of the manuscript: it was as personal a text as Gundekar’s account of his election and consecration. Once the pontifical had passed to Sherborne, however, it soon became a book associated with the see, rather than an individual, as the list of bishops of Sherborne testifies.
In mid-eleventh-century Exeter amongst the various additions made to the ‘Leofric Missal’ by scribes working in the Exeter scriptorium under Leofric, are a series of texts which, as Patrick Conner recognised, amount to a narrative history of the see and Leofric’s pontificate.​[75]​ Two scribes writing on the blank folios of a quire already added to the codex in Leofric’s scriptorium recorded a series of texts beginning with a letter supposedly sent by Pope Formosus to Edward the Elder on the division of the see of Sherborne in 909, a text which gave legitimacy to Crediton’s lordship over estates in Cornwall, and an account of Leofric’s appointment to the see, by one scribe.​[76]​ A second scribe added an account of Leofric’s request to Pope Leo IX to write to King Edward asking that the see be moved to Exeter; the text of the letter of Pope Leo IX; an account of how King Edward gave the monasterium of St Mary and St Peter in Exeter to Leofric, and how he was installed as bishop there by the king and queen; a text praising Leofric’s work in Exeter, especially his restoration of the see’s lands; and an obit note (fig. 38), of Leofric’s death and burial, and a request for the reader’s prayers.​[77]​ Leofric took over an existing codex, rather than commissioning one to be copied, as Gundekar did, but had revisions made to it; it was thus a personal book for the bishop, and, after his gift of the book to the cathedral became a book belonging to the institution.
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